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Unit:   Identity Portraits                                                                                                                        Year Group: 7
INTENT: Aims of the Unit IMPLEMENTATION: Knowledge and delivery IMPACT: Assessment
Investigate the proportions of a portrait and
how to construct one.

Understanding the role of the artist Burman
and her portrayal of the theme identity.

Utilize objects that surround you to help
influence your own artwork and build up a
picture of your identity.

Students will also learn about layout of images
and how to construct and design their own
final piece as an independent piece of Art.

● Create a portrait of yourself using the
guidelines to help you.

● Explain the role of the artist and how
she portrays the theme of dual identity.

● Create snippets of images to help
indicate elements of your own personal
identity.

● Learn how to use colour in a similar
style to that of Burman’s

● Build all of these aspects together to
create a final piece of work.

● Student’s ability to construct a portrait
and be able to create a likeness of
themselves. Can they place the facial
features accurately and draw the shapes
of the features realistically?

● Students will be learning for the first
time to look at an artist’s work, be able
to discuss their work and form their
own opinions about it. They will then be
able to use this information to influence
their own work.

● Their decision making with regards
choice and arrangement of images, and
choice and application of colours will
also be assessed.

Enabling Learning
By introducing students to the work of Burman,
the theme of identity can be discussed and
conversations can be developed regarding
different cultures.
Students will begin to have an understanding of
proportions and what this is specifically in Art.
Students will learn the basics of how to
construct a final piece of work which includes
aspects of composition and balance.

Key Vocabulary Wider Learning
Tier 2: High frequency / Multiple meaning

Proportion, Identity, Culture, Complementary
Colours, Composition, Balance.

Tier 3: Subject related.
Block colouring

SMSC / RWCM / CEIAG
● Discussion about identity and how

everyone has their own identity.
● Symmetry, balance and proportion.


